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Whether it is a summative, formative or even standardized assessment, when looking at an
assessment a question that must
be considered is, “Is this an assessment ‘of learning’ or ‘for
learning’?”

are essential when gauging student learning and guiding instruction; however, are our summative assessments being utilized in the same manner?

Far too often, when summative
assessments are administered
(i.e. end of chapter/unit or final),
Many view testing as, “Quiz®
a grade is assigned and those
Test®Midterm®Final” and then
assessments end up in a filing
move on without revisiting why
cabinet, recycle bin or trash
each of those assessments were
can. It becomes a disservice to
given. Assessments are not the
students to not utiend of the
lize the instructional
teaching and
“The principal function of
learning process; measurement is to contribute information those
assessments are
they’re the start- directly or indirectly to the
providing . The ining point of con- effectiveness of teaching
formation continuous improve- and learning.” - Tiegs, 1931
tained in those
ment.
summative assessEvery assessment administered
ments is invaluable in evolving
to a student should affect
instruction and curriculum.
teaching and learning practicFormative assessments used
es. Daily formative assessments

Do you know all of the
standardized assessments
throughout the district?

throughout instruction should be
intentional. Instead of “scores,”
which offer teachers little information about what to do next, it
is much more important that
formative assessment questions,
tasks, and activities provide instructional “insights” about student thinking and about what
productive next steps might be
taken. Assigning an “F” identifies
that there is a problem; assigning an “F” does not identify what
the problem is.
Standardized assessments provide a narrow glimpse of learning. Local assessments are more
informative. When tied to instructional practices and designed to reflect what students
know and can do, we can strive
to connect local objectives to
state standards.
For more information about local, standardized assessments, please turn to page 4.

Trends of students not
participating in MCA
testing continues to increase
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“Survey Says…”
“Why do I keep getting sent
these surveys?...Ugh.” Many
have noticed an influx of surveys over the past couple of
years.

changing district. As the district changes and evolves,
gathering input and feedback
from all stakeholders is extremely important.

St. Michael –Albertville continues to be a growing and ever

Collecting input from those it
effects drives many of the de-

cisions and/or changes that
take place.
To continue to improve the
district, any/all thoughts, opinions and feelings expressed
through surveys are appreciated and valued.

Quick Facts About MARSS
What is it?
The Minnesota Automated Reporting
Student System (MARSS) is a system by
which districts report student data to
the Minnesota Department of Education (MDE).
Why is it important?
Approximately 99 percent of general
fund state aid and levy revenues use
student data in the funding formulas. If
a student is not reported accurately,
the student does not get included in
funding calculations.
What is a MARSS number?
Each student in the state of Minnesota
who is enrolled in a public or charter
school is assigned a unique, thirteen
digit MARSS number. Typically, the first
four numbers of a student’s MARSS

number identifies the district that
assigned the number to the student
(ie, most STMA students start with
0885)
What is reported?
There are 46 different elements that
are reported for every student in the
district.
When are they reported?
MARSS data falls into two different
cycles. The Fall Cycle goes from early August through early January The
End of Year Cycle goes from early
January through Mid October. This is
why many of previous year’s data
(Graduation rates, attendance) is
not finalized until January/February

How does MARSS get reported?
All data elements are extracted from
Synergy, then uploaded to MDE’s
MARSS processing interface. Once
uploaded, it can be identified which
students are not being reported correctly. Changes can then be made
to correct these errors to increase
data accuracy, and increase students counted in funding calculations. Developed in the early ‘90’s,
districts would put all student information on a tape and mail it to MDE;
a newer system was developed to
electronically submit data. In the
next couple of years the process will
be automated through Ed-Fi.
For more information about MARSS and student accounting, please visit:
education.mn.gov/MDE/dse/schfin/MARSS/

Student Participation in
Statewide Testing
Many staff and parents often wonder if it
matters whether or not a student participates in statewide testing. Students who do
not participate in statewide testing have a
negative impact on district results.
Students who do not participate in statewide
testing are included in the denominator of
the calculation. For example, if there were
100 students in a group in which 50 of those
students were proficient, 40 were not proficient and 10 did not participate, the calcu-

lation would be 50 out of 100, not 50 out of
90 that did participate.
Once testing is complete it must be identified why any/all students did not participate in statewide testing. In addition to
categories listed in the graph to the right,
additional categories include
“Invalidation” (due to a number of test
security issues) as well as Medically Exempt
*Note: Medically exempt students are excluded from the calculation.

Testing 1, 2, 3: A Resource for Teachers
Over the years, MDE has provided
an abundance of information
about statewide testing. Finding
this information on the MDE’s website was more difficult than finding
a payphone in today’s world.
Thankfully, MDE has created a
website dedicated to all of these
resources and information called

Testing 1, 2, 3.
This site offers statewide assessment
information in a format that is easier
to navigate than the previous information that was scattered about
the MDE’s site.
Areas of this site have documents
and resources available by gradelevel as well as by type.

In addition to resources, this page
also provides information about
MCA test item creation, understanding test data, interpreting test
data as well as using test data.
This venture of MDE is still fairly new
so continue to visit this site as MDE
continues to make additions.
testing123.education.mn.gov
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Graduation Rates
Starting in 2012, Minnesota began
using the federally-required
"adjusted cohort graduation rate"
model. This model follows students
in a group, or a "cohort," throughout high school and determines if
they graduate within four, five, six
or seven years. The four-year graduation rate shows the number of
students graduating from high
school within four years after entering grade nine.
To determine this rate, MDE identifies all students who entered ninth
grade four years ago. The next
step is to add in any students who
moved into the school and subtract out any students who moved
away. This adjusted number represents the total number of students
who are eligible to graduate. The
actual graduation rate is determined by dividing the total number
of students who actually graduated by the number of those eligible
to graduate.

ma from their district. These three
extended year graduation rates
are calculated in the same way as
the four-year rate but instead determine the percentage of students graduating in five, six and
seven years.
All schools that serve 12th grade
students, including traditional high
schools and alternative high
schools, receive a four-, five-, sixand seven-year graduation rate
every three years.
Beginning in 2018. Minnesota prioritizes schools for comprehensive
and targeted support through the
North Star Accountability System.

Schools are prioritized for comprehensive support if the three year
average of their four-year graduation rate is below 67% overall or for
any student group with 20 or more
students. For more information
about these designations, see
the School and District Accountability page of the MDE website.
When looking at the rates below, it
is important to note these are different cohorts of students. (ie 5 YR
% represents the class of 2017; 6 YR
% represents the class of 2016..etc).
For more graduation rate data,
please visit the MN Report Card.

The five-, six- and seven-year graduation rates show the number of
students who graduated in four
years added to the number of students who took additional time to
earn sufficient credits or meet other graduation requirements necessary to receive a high school diplo-

Update to i-Cue
i-Cue is getting an update! Over the
summer months, i-Cue will be getting an
overhaul from Sourcewell (formerly TIES).
What’s changing?
First off the name is changing. It will no
longer be referred to as i-Cue; instead it
will go by EdSpring. Secondly, the page
itself will have a more modern look and
feel to it. Additionally, reports will be

more versatile and will load at a more
rapid pace.
What’s NOT changing?
One click reports will still be available.
The way the reports function will stay
very similar.
What else should I know?
This new interface will give the district
an opportunity to clean up and potentially clean out many of the old one-

click reports that are not used. Each
building will have an opportunity to give
feedback on various reports.
When?
Right now, Sourcewell is moving all of
STMA’s data from i-Cue to EdSpring.
Over the summer this move will be complete. Training and an opportunity to
explore the new data warehouse will
take place during next fall’s workshop

Standardized Assessments
In addition to classroom assessments discussed on page 1, there are various standardized
assessments administered throughout the district. A standardized test is any form of test
that (1) requires all test takers to answer the same questions, or a selection of questions
from common bank of questions, in the same way, and (2) is scored in a “standard” or
consistent manner, which makes it possible to compare the relative performance of individual students or groups of students.
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While standardized tests are a source of debate in the United States, many test experts
and educators consider them to be a fair and objective method of assessing the academic achievement of students. The standardized format, coupled with computerized
scoring, reduces potential favoritism, bias, or subjective evaluations.
Below is a table identifying standardized assessments administered throughout the district.

St. Michael-Albertville Standardized Assessments Overview
Assessment
ACCESS for ELs

Assessing Comprehension
& Communication
in English State to State
ACT (Plus Writing)

Who

Advanced Placement
CogAT
Cognitive Abilities Test

Reading, Writing,
Speaking & Listening

All 11th graders

English, Math, ReadServes as college entrance exam.
ing, Science & Writing
Assists in evaluating college and career readiness

Assists in determining if students have attained the English language proficiency needed to participate meaningfully in content area classrooms without program support.

Students grades Currently 16 different
10-12
AP exams offered

Program evaluation of AP courses.

Select students
in grade 2.

Verbal, Non-Verbal,
Quantitative

Additional screening tor potential challenge programming services

Reading, Math

Screener to measure student ability and growth to help identify
students who may not be “at grade level.”

FAST - Formative Assessment All students
System for Teachers
K—4
MCA

Why

Students that
are English
Learners (EL)
grades K—12.

American College Testing
AP Exams

Subject(s)

Earn college credit

Students grades Math (3-8,11), Read3-8, 10, 11
ing (3-8,10), Science
(5, 8, once in HS)

The Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments (MCA) are the state
tests that help districts measure student progress toward Minnesota’s academic standards and also meet federal and state
legislative requirements.

Minnesota Test of
Academic Skills

Grades 3-11
Math, Reading and
who receive
Science
special ed. services and meet
eligibility criteria

To guide and evaluate instruction against the Minnesota State
Standards in Language Arts, Math and Science

MAP
Measure of Academic
Progress

All students 5-9;
select students
grades 10-12

Math and Reading

Measure student ability and growth to help identify students who
may not be “at grade level.”

Pre-ACT

All students
grade 10

English, Math, Reading, & Science

The Pre-American College Test (Pre-ACT) provides students with
a potential prediction of their future ACT score and progress towards career and college readiness as well as entry-level college courses.

PSAT

Self selected
students grades
10-12

Minnesota Comprehensive
Assessments
MTAS

The Pre-SAT (PSAT) test provides students with a measure of potential career and college readiness and success. Scores from
the PSAT taken in the junior year are considered for the National
Merit Scholarship competition

